I East meets West in Strider Theater. See dance review on page 10. j
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Payson Collection to spend time at Colby
By Doug Hill

STAFF WRITER

The Joan Whitney Payson Collection of Art will go to the Portland
Museum of Art, but be shown at
Colby for one semester every two
years, according to Hugh Gourley,
director of Colby's Museum of Art.
"I wanted the collection to be
available to the general public and
also to be used for educational
purposes,"said JohnPayson."Itwas
my feeling that Colby was one of the
finer educational institutes in New
England. There is a great deal of
interest in the arts and a great faculty.
Thereis also already a gallery where
the collection can be displayed."
"There's no cost to us for the
collection. If we had been the principle owner, we would have had to
pay $3 million," said William Cotter,president of Colby. "Payson will
also give Colby a $200,000 endowment to cover the cost of borrowing
the collection," said Cotter.
According to Payson,the plan to
share the collection between Colby
and the Portland Museum of Art
was suggested by Judith Sobol,
former director of the Payson Gallery at Westbrook.
Two-thirds of all Colbystudents

take an art history course offered by
the College, according to Cotter.
"Our students in art history courses
will be able to see and study paintings by fine French painters instead
of just looking at slides," said Cotter. "It will also benefit the museum
by bringing more visitors." .
Cotter also said that there were
several faculty members who were
experts in the field of French Impressionistic painters who could use
the collection for scholarly purposes.
The Colby collection is primarily American,accordingto Gourley.
"I think that the main thing about
having it hereis that it is mostly 19th
century French Impressionism
which is giving people a chance to
see something different," he said.
"We have an outreach program
for local schools which can take
advantage of the paintings by
scheduling tours. We'll be able to
introduce-local school children to
another area of painting, said
Gourley.
"This collection will be a great
asset to the art department and it
will be a special opportunity for the
Waterville community to see a fine
collection of French paintings,"said
Gourley.
The collection was left to John
Payson by his mother Joan Payson.

In 1977 he loaned it to Westbrook
becausehis wife,now divorced,was
an alumni and trustee of the college,
according to Gourley.
But, "John Payson and Westbrook College disagreed over the
use of some funds he has given the
college. Westbrook also has no art
department so [Payson] felt that the
collection was not being used for
proper educational purposes," said
Gourley.
The Payson collection consists
of 27 paintings, most of which are
French Impressionists. It includes
works by Renoir, Gauguin,Picasso,
Whistler, and others, according to
Gail Sckibbon,-acting director of the
Payson Gallery at Westbrook College.
"There are two institutes in
Maine of sufficient quality to receive the collection, Colby and the
Portland Museum of Art," said
Barbara Nosanow, director of the
Portland Museum of Art.
"His father,Charles Payson,was
very generous to the Portland Museum and gave them a collection by
Winslow Homer. The idea of reuniting his mother's paintings with
his father's appealed to him," said
Gourley.
But Payson "also likes the idea
of the collection being used by col-

Pholo by KatherineBordwell

Colby 's art museumwill periodic ally have the Payson collection.
lege students, so one of the condi- quality of our art courses, the mutions was that it be shown here ev- seum, and the faculty. He was also
ery two years," said Gourley. "He chairman of the board for the
has been supportive of the museum Skowhegan School of Arts, a sumhere for some time and hisdaughter mer program that brings in young
Heather graduated in '88. He re- artists from around the country and
spects the museum and the pro- has a close relationship with Colby,"
grams and isimpressed with Colby's said Cotter.
Payson's decision to move the
financial stability."
Payson considered Colby "be- collection from Westbrook was
cause Of the quality of the museum. partly motivated by the financial
We have more than 3,000 works of instability of the college. "He gave a
art. Payson had been on our art
Payson continued on pag e13
committee so he knows about the

Pigs with a purpose AIDS education increasing
By Rebekah Mitchell
STAFF WRITER

Plwto by Tara Taupier
Mrs. Henry and Ludibelle Periqua look good enough to eat.

By Alyssa Schwenk
STAFF WRITER

Pet pigs?
Yes. Marshall Dostal '93 and
Dave McKee '93 actually own two
pigs. They hope to reduce the
amount of food that Colby wastes
every year by feeding the pigs the
remains from the dininghall meals.
"Wc want to recycle food by
/ceding it to the pigs," Dostal said.
"And then in return, after the pigs
ate it, we'd eat them at the end of
tho year. Dana [Dining Hall] gives

us all the food not eaten and we
bring it to the pigs each night."
McKce's and Dostal's ultimate
aim is to persuade Colby to recycle
all their wasted food this way.
"Maybe by senior year we can
get Colby to get some pigs on campus so they can recyclethe leftover
food from the dining halls, and
maybe have a big pig roast at the
end of the year," said Dostal.
"It doesn't take any space or
much effort at all to keep them,"
added McKee. "And the pigs save a
Pigs continued on, page 7

Colby's Affirmative Action
Committee met last week to discuss
formats for running effective Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome [AIDSJ educational programs at Colby.
"One concern, especially last
semester, was that not enough
IAIDS education] had been done
for the campus as a whole," said
Colby's affirmative action officer,
Joan Sanzenbacher. "There have
been evening meetings in the past,
but the most in attendance were
students."
NowCoIbyisseckinga program
to attract as many members of the
Colby community as possible, including faculty,administrators,and
staff.
Colby was one of the first colleges to establish a policy on AIDS.
"Wc were the groundbrcaker regarding AIDS policies, and now we
need to catch up, and become a
leader again," said Art Champlin,
professor of biology.
The policy, formulated in 1988,
states that "individuals who have a
positive HIV antibody test aro al-

lowed to attend work or school at
Colby College. As with any other
personal medical problem, every
effort will be made to protect the
privacyof individualsinfected with
theHIV virusand the confidentiality
of this diagnosis."
UndertheguidelinesoftheAlDS
policy, "[Having] AIDS or a positive HIV antibody test should not be
part of the admissions decision.. .or
of the employment decision at. the
College."
Those students with the AIDS
virus are "strongly urged to be
monitored by the College Physician," but "there is no medical necessity for the college to advise
others living or working in a residence hall of the presence. . . of
students or staff who have AIDS."
There have not been any con flicts
yet between the policy and the
college's insurance contracts.
The purpose of the policy is to
educate the campus in preventing
the spread of the virus. The policy
emphasized that those with AIDS "
do«iot necessaril y pose a health risk
to other students or employees man
academic stetting."
The policy is based on the recommendations of the U.S. Public
Health Service, the American Col-

lege Association, and is modelled
after the statements developed by
the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst.
The Affirmative Action Committee has talked about having
evening meetings with speakers and
AIDS patients. "It's one thing to
hear an AIDS educator talk, and
quite another to hear from AIDS
patients about their lives and the
social co. .sequences," said
Champlin.
The committee discussed what
the policy would be if an employee
in the health profession or food
service got AIDS. It was debated
whether the employee would be
forced to disclose the information
so that people could choose whether
to work with that person.
The idea of hold lunch-time
seminarswhen everyoneon campus
could attend was discussed at the
meeting. Oral presentations for
some members of the B & G staff
who aro functionally illiterate arc
another possibility.
The idea of videotaping presentations and showing them to new
employees to restate information
was also mentioned at the
mcetingO

News and Fea tures
News Briefs
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Commencement
speakers announced
After a long search for a commencement speaker, Tom
Watson, president of IBM and former ambassador to the
Soviet Union, has agreed to speak at commencement on
May 26, according to Laurie Brown '91, president of the
senior class.
The senior class elected Billy Goodman '91 to be the
senior class speaker at the ceremony. He won by an
! wasthrilled"
overwhelmingmajority,accordingtoBrown.'
to be chosen as class speaker, said Goodman. "It's really a
big honor." Goodman's speech is still in the earlyplanning
stages, and he has not yet decided on a specific topic. (LP.)

Senior week
axed, for now
Senior week has been cancelled due to lack of funds
according to Laurie Brown '91, senior class president. "The
seniors aren't supporting us in fund raising and we have no
money," said Brown. Funds for senior week go toward
bands, D.J.s, comedians and buses, among other things.
The Buy-a-Senior auction was supposed to be the major
fundraiser for senior week. "Only 27 people donated anything, and under 20 showed up," said Brown. The auction
raised $780. "With ten times that support we would've been
all all set for senior week," said Brown. Brown hopes that
with class participation, senior week will be able to go
ahead as planned. (A.K.)

Don't drink, don't
smoke, what do you do?

Stolen wine leads to
bong confiscation

Students may have the option of living in chemical-free
dormitories this coming fall, according to Paul Johnston,
dean of housing. The residents of a chem-free dorm would
agree not to use alcohol, tobacco, or any other substances,
said Johnston. Residents of this dorm would all be volunteers who must sign-up in the Dean of Students office prior
tothejreleaseofroomdrawnumbers.accordingtojohnston.
The College will not pursue the chem-free dorm unless
students want it. (CA.) .

A bottle of wine stolen from Cumberland Farms last
weekend led Waterville police to Colbytoquestion suspects,
according to Mark Van Valkenburgh,director of safety and
security. As police and securitywere knocking on a door in
Foss,a student came running up the stairs with a bong. 'The
Waterville police officer yelled at the student to stop, the
student stopped and the bong was confiscated," said Van
Valkenburgh. The bong was turned over to security. Security still does not know whether students were involved in
the Cumberland Farms theft. (A.K.)

The end of a timeless
Colby tradition?
For all those students who have lost track of time over
the past month, you
can be on time now.
The hands are back on
thelibraryclock."They
had to come down because every time the
minute hand went up
to the .top the hand
slipped so it was immediately five after,"
said Earl Smith, dean
of the college. "While
they were down they
[the hands] were replaced because they were rotten, and the gear was fixed."
The tightened gear will prevent the hands from slipping
and keep the clocks on time. But "If they keep accurate time
it will spoil a perfectly good Colby tradition," said Smith.
(A.K.)

Steven Wright loses
to bad weather

Senior auction
under-attended

The Steven Wright concert on Sunday, March 10 was a
success, according to Student Association Social Chair
Patricia Masters '91. "Everyone who went enjoyed themselves," she said.
Stu-A lost money on the concert but this is expected of
all concerts at Colby, said Masters. About 1,200 people
attended the concert, including many people from
Waterville.
Masters said that the bad weather on the night of the
concert did affect attendance. "Many people who had
reserved tickets didn't show up." (R.F.)

photo by Becca Pratt
Seniors contemplate their bids at the Senior Auction.
Thirty-five items were up for bid Sunday night at the
auction held by the senior class to raise money for senior
week. "We were hoping for a much larger turnout,but we
just didn't get it," said Laurie Brown, senior class president.
Sara Webster '91 stepped into the role of auctioneer, since
Shawn Crowley '91 had laryngitis. Some of the higher bids
included replacement room keys($95), and massages. Although there were only about 15 bidders, $780 was raised ,
said Brown. (K.L.)

Hartshorn receives
Watson Fellowship
Heather Hartshorn '91 received a Watson Fellowship
for $12,900 to study in Northern Ireland, Israel and the
Soviet Union. Tm looking at volunteerism and itseffceton
conflict resolution, especially the effect on the volunteer,"
said Hartshorn. She plans to look at organizations such as
a Catholic-Protestant primary school in Northern Ireland
and Arab-Israeli groups in Israel. Hartshorn is leaving on
her trip "maybe mid-July, maybe as late as August or
September." Her trip will last "nine months to a year, as
long as the money lasts," said Hartshorn. (A.K.)

WMHB may restructure
executive board
By Chris Anderson
STAFF WRITER

WMHB presented Presidents'
Council with a proposal that would
change the makeup of its executive
board , and hopefully alleviate Stu-

dent Association's concerns regarding Colby's full control of the
station.
Currently, WMHB' s management decisionsare madeby a sevenmember executive board, but three
of the members arc not Colby students, according to WMHB Gen-

More faculty
needed for COOT
Cassie O'Neil '91 and Chip Smith '91 spoke at the March
13 faculty meeting in an attempt to elicit more faculty
participation in Colby Outdoor Orientation Trips. "We*
need more faculty involvement with students outside the
academic environment," said Smith. "You're our most
valuable asset at the school." In the past most faculty have
opted out of leading first year students on these outdoor
excursions because they have appeared too outdoorsy and
demanding. Coot organizers have recently added less.
strenuous options like a drama and community service trip,^
but they need more qualified leaders. "If we could get an
increased number of faculty participants, it would make a
needed and positive impact on the program," said Smith.
(R.M.)

Only four attend
j ournalism forum
Only four students attended the Maine Society of Professional Journalists March 13 panel discussion on how the
Maine media reports on stories concerning themselves. "I
think you can tell from the turn-out that the public is not that
interested in how the media covers themselves," said Peter
Cox, co-founder of The Maine Times. One panelist who
wasn't afraid to go against the grain was Monte Paulsen,
editor of the Casco Bay Weekly, who said, "The daily
newspaper is becoming such a monopoly that it has to be
approached like a utility." Journalistic ethics and "checkbook" journalism were also discussed. (K.L.)

Wonder Years
waits for winter
Wonder Years fans will have to wait until next year to see
the Colby jacket worn on the show, according to Janice
Seitzingcr, dean of students. The episodes being shot now
do not take place in the winter, according to Dan Lauria,
who plays the father on the Wonder Years. When the show
cycles around to winter again, the jacket will be used, he
said. (A.K.)

Stu-A is concerned with the
back at the next Presidents' Council
at
which
time
a
decision
station'sdecisionmakingproccsses
meeting,
and whether the station is receptive
will be made.
WMHB receives $16,000 per to the student body, according to a
year from the Student Association, memo from Kaliff and Shawn
and Stu-A believes that community Crowley '91, Stu-A president.
"The community members arc
eral Manager Crai g Damraucr'91.5. membersshould not have the power
The proposal calls for adding to make decisions involving Colby the back bone of the station," said
two more positions to the executive money, according to Katie Kaliff WMHB program director James
Grucner '91. "They provide advisboard,both of which would be filled '91, Stu-A vice president.
But
Damraucr
maintains
that
the
ing on how to run the station and I
by Colby students.
members,
whoarc
threccommunity
The Presidents'Council formed
a sub-committee to examine volunteers,are vital to the station's
WMHB continued on page 7
Damraucr's proposal. It will report functioning.

Students •
will decide if'
Stu-A gets paid

iooff<ampus PieaideBtMaigafe.
By Chris Anderson
Mavran '91,"part of the essence
of the job is you are elected by
SXAFF WIHTER
yowpeersandyoushould work
The student body will -decide as hardasyon thinkyonshould,**
whether Stw-Amemberssh*m$d being paid shouldn't make you
get paid,dtreto*spHtinopinions do a better job. You. won't get
_idett_s paidiorall good things youda in
atndttgb-Jlp_esidett_$.St
will votet in an all'tfampus life and I think Stu-A is one of
them/' said -Vfeuraru
referendum, on Friday,April &
At the Match tSt P*<&ide»ts'
Mauran believestheparallei
Council meeting,hailpfesfcie-its
between paying faaiistaff and
initially vnfcetf tha . 3tu*A Stia^A is off base**The*e is ab%
menj 3ber$«houl4»otbepai;dlxiJu. difference in being an R-A- and
Datia Presidential Hinmarc^S policing yonr peers for the
motioned that the qii__t_03i be College/ said Hainan.
pptioanall-campusreferendum,
Hall staff is paid out of the
becausethevotedid noUeem te fro .1sinj 5.fnnd which,is set aside
represent the feed back ball forthatpttipose,butShi.-Awould
president! * had received from be paid ont of tbe Stu-A budget
students.
whirf. might detract from the
Hinman 'smotion was barely moneyfo3f$tn*A<:Inbs,acco3fding
passed.
to Maurao,
^The main reason!think they
"At Kent State College they
should be paid is I amafraid of tStu-A leaders! get a full tide/ '
iosinggoodleadersbeansethey said Hinman. The pay the
can*.geto»h.er«anptt0j»bswhile IColbyi Stu-A leaders would
doing Stn-A/* said Hlfliftan.
receivewould,be very minimal,
Hi nman believes the number saidHinittan.J^rhey<ioson«idh
at hours Stu-A works fc worthy work and don't get paidjr fhafs
of pay* She said that Tuliio }v$tnot right/said Hinroao,
Nieman , director of Student
"Stu-A executiveboard has
Activities, estimates that Stp*A neverbeen paidbef oreand there
nwnberspu*inbetween 30 and is nn reason for it to «o_n« up
40 hours & week.
now,"said Mauran£J
On the other hand,according

Roek-a-bye Colby

Ann Bonniwell readsa bedtimestory to Kristen Schuler.
By Amy Alderson
STAFF WRITER
Cookies and bedtime stories
topped off the nights of about 50
students last week.
"Buy a BedtimeStory," a fundraising event was sponsored by the
class of '94.
For $2, students could order a
bedtime story to be delivered to
friends. The sender could either
remain anonymous or have a
message delivered along with the
cookies and the stories. The stories
were delivered between 9 and 11
p.m. in 15 minute shifts.
"It all went really well," said
Ann Bonniwell, a member of the
first-year class council. "I wa s
especially excited about guys

Next year s
registration a "free for all"
By Laura Pavlenko
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

In all l ik eli hoo d, next fall's
regist ra tio n will have a new fo rma t

with all upperclassmen registering
together, accor di ng t o Ge org e
Coleman, registrar.
Th e former sys t em , wher e
registration time blocks were
assigned to specific classes "has
becomea free for all,"said Coleman.
He said that underclassmen do not
come to the time periods assigned,
but all come at thebeginning which
is the time allotted for seniors.
With' everyone coming to the
field house together next year,
"we'll make it a free-for-all," said
Coleman.
Colemanpresented his ideas for
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reformatting the registration
process at the March 13 faculty
meeting. He hoped to receive some
facul t y feedback, but as of yet, he
has received none.
New st u de nts , f irs t year
students and transfer students will
have a separate registration time
because "they have enough things
t o worry abou t wit hou t hav i ng t o
deal with [arena scheduling]," said
Coleman.
In the spring, all r et urning
students will schedule at the same
time, according to Coleman.
Student reaction to the new
system is mixed . "I think they
should keep it the old way and
enforce the rules," sa i d L ees
Patriacca '94. Patriacca suggested
hav i ng on e en t rance to the f ield
house that is monitored . Students
shoul d have to show their college

I.D. to prove they are in the class
assigned to that time block, said
Patriacca.
"If everyone goes at the same
time it will be hellish," said Sandra
Billitti '92.
Going to an on-line registration
syst em wher e st ud en ts woul d
reg i st er by compu ter was also
considered,but Coleman ruled this
option out. "A [college] this size
doesn't have to do that," he said.
"Ther e should be personal
consideration."
A computerized system would
not allow students to get permission frorn the department or inst ruc tor to enrol l i n a class t ha t was
already full. The current system of
reg istration is "a serv ice" to studen t s b ecause t h ey can consul t

Registration continued on p a g e7

signing up to read, though there
weren't a s many guys as the girls,"
said Newman. Bonniwell brought
her teddy bear with her when she
read a story of choice to students,
addingthat themostpopular choice
was Winnie the Pooh. The only
expenses incurred by the fundraiser came from buy ing the
cookies.
Most people did not know that
they would be receiving a bedtime
story, so for many it was a surprise
as well as a treat. A few students
purchased stories for themselves
as well.
In addition to students,Dean of
Students Janice Seitzinger received
a story from Tullio Nieman,director
of student activities. Associate Dean
of Students Mark Serdjenian read
the story to Seitzinger in her office.

p hoto by Ari Druker

According to Newman, the
idea for the service came from
Nieman, who had done "Buy a
Bedtime Story" as a fund-raiser at
other colleges where he has
worked.
Bonniwell said she would
definitely recommend using "Buy
a Bedtime Story" as a fund raiser
for any organization.
The approximately $100 that
was raised will go toward a picnic
for all first-year students in April,
with any money left over going to
charity.
'This will be a picnic for all of
[first-year
students] so that we
us
can 'bond,'" said Newman. "Buy
a Bedtime Story" is the only fund
raiser planned for the class of '94
this year.Q

Flaying king and
peasant for a day
By Karen Dixon
STAFF WRITER
No one, alon e, will be able to
stop the 35,000 people a day from
starving to death, but "perhaps
together, we can make a ct ual
change."The words of FatherJohn
Marqu i s* summed up the
sentiment at the Hunger Banquet
held in the Student Center last
Sunday night.
The banquet was unique in that
it attempted to simulate the
inequities of food distribution in
t he worl d by st ruc t ur ing t he
dining space and the students to
reflect the current world food
distribution.
The students were divided and
then randomly placed in one of

three groups representing an
economic segment of the world
population; upper, middle or
lower. Everything was done
according to specific percentages
to create the most realistic
representation.
Th e upp er , wealthiest class,
was th e sma l lest gr oup an d was
seated at linen-covered tables on
a higher level than the rest. They
wer e served a fu l l cours e meal
from soup to dessert. The middle
and lower classes had to wait in
line and were only given rice. The
middle class sat at tables and
received fr ied ri ce an d juice over
the plain r ice an d wa t er serv ed to
t he lower cla ss who sat on the
floor.
The even t was ed uca ti onal in
t hat it for ced t hose t h at were
King continued on p a g e7

Questionnaire
aids new book
By Doug Hill
STAFF WRITER
Colby is circulating a survey
among students and faculty to
gather information for a new college
guide,The Minority Student's Guide
to the Top American Colleges and
U ni versities , which will be
published by Farrar, Straus &
Giroux.
Thepurposeofthequestionnaire
is to "get an assessment of what the
campus is like from the perspective
of racial and reli gious groups," said
Shawn Crowley '91, president of
the Student Association.
"He's writing this thing [the
college guide] because these
brochures [sent out by colleges]
aren't very help ful,"said Catherine
Giles '91, president of the

By Jody Gould
STAFF WRITER

Holy Cross
WORCHE STER , MA- The
student alcohol education office is
beginning a special drug
awareness program entitled
'Joints,Lines and Shots"to discuss
mar
ijuana, cocaine and alcohol.
Although there is no recognized
drug problem on campus, the
program is designed to make the
Holy Cross community aware of
the fact that drugs and alcohol do
exist.

Middlebur y
MIDDLEBURY ,VT-

Tw o
Middlebury
weekends ago,
alumni returned to campus to meet
with students about past and
present campusissues.Thealumni
contributed to the weekend by
leading seminars on pertinent

International Club. "They have a
coup le of eloquent sentences that
don 't say diddley."
The questionnaire includes
questions about racial awareness,
publications, ethnic majors,
speakers, faculty, and racial
integration.
"I just received the letter,copied
it, and sent it out to people I thought
should get it,"said Crowley. Copies
were sent to Pamela Washington
'91, president of Sobhu; Catherine
Giles; Elaine Jorgensen '91,
president of the Newman Council;
Stephanie Pulver '93, president of
Hillel; Lori Wright '91,editor of the
Echo; Brian Monks '92, editor of the
Response; and Victori a Hershey,
dean of intercultural affairs.
The guide is scheduled to be
published in 1992D

issues such as the gay and lesbiai
rights movement, environmenta
protection,and other current work
events.
After spr
ing break, students wil
get financial sponsors for Hunge
Clean-up Week where each studen
will work for three hours in th(
community. The proceeds wil
benefit a local charity.

Bates College

LEWI STON , ME- A nonalcoholic house will be available
in the 1991-92 academic year for
upperclassmen who elect to live
there.
Students who choose to live in
the Mitchell House must sign a
contract stating there will be no
alcohol in the house at any time
and no student will enter the house
while under the influence of
alcohol. Student residents will
enforce these rules without the
hel p of the deans or other security.
The idea for an alcohpl-free
house camefrom thestudents,and
is modelled after programs at the
University of Michigan and other
schools.

COLBY-IN-DIJON

INFORMATIONAL SESSION :
Wednesday, April 3 5-6 poHU _
Whitney Room, Roberts Union
Consider Colby 's language program in
France. Experience French culture the only
way the true culture can be experienced:
by living in it!! Plus, you'd be satisf ying your
language requirement.
Come learn about Dij on. Come talk to
students who have been on the program....
Don't take mv word for it!!

Theft becoming a problem
By Marty Eitreim
CQNTRmilTlNG WMTER
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Recent events such as the
theft of jackets from dining halls
and the runaways who lived ia
the Hillsideparki ng lot for three
days, have brought; the
effectiveness of Colby security
into question.
The maj ority of concerns are
theft in the downs and dining
halls. DaveRoderick'&Stwho had
his coat taken from.Roberts says
that the theft has not changed
his view of Colby but "I won't
leave my coat on the rack
anymore/' Roderick is stil l
looking for his j acket lost an
February 27 and is offering a
reward of $50.
Steve Holsten ^3 who had
hisrefrigerator taken from Mary
Low has a somewhat different
view."I don't like people [non

students and stafff using our
facilities without permission/'
said Moisten. "I can't leave my
things in the halL"

of safety and securi ty.
Improvements have ..included
better lightingandfrinuningthe
brush.
The area where there is the
most room for improvement is
with the students, according to
Van VaJkenbnrgh, "Pon". be
lulled into thinkingthat nothing
can happen at Colby/ said Van
Valkenburgh."Wehavean open
campus and we arc only three
blocks from 1-95/'
Van Valkenburgh offered
several ti ps on. h ow students can
make the campus safer. Keep
the doors locked , especial ly
room doors. When leaving your
car keep Valuables ont of sight
Personal safetyisanotherissue. including casettes if possible,
"They IsecurityJdo areat good fob said Van Valkenburgh. If yon
on the threemile loop/*said Kelly have an expensive jacket don't
leave if on the racksoutside the
Harris '93.
is
constantly din . nghallsXoofc out for peop le
Security
evaluatingthecampus f orpossibJe who are out of place and bring
ways to make it more safe, said them totheattenthmofanTHRor
Mark Van Valkenburgh,, director RA, he saicLQ

Renovating and restructuring
subjec t s of facul ty meet ing
would be excluded from this rule,"
said McArthur. This means East
Asian studies or American studies
wamm ^maamamaMm ^m^mumm —^ mmM ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
majors could take required history
At last Wednesday 's faculty or Eng lish courses for their major
meeting, Dean of Faculty Robert and count them as area
McArthur reviewed a proposal of requirements. "It's a concept that
the new distribution requirements broadens a student 's exposure to
formulated b y the Educational different courses more thanbef ore,"
Policy Committee.
he said.
The proposal recommends six
The proposal also suggests a
area requirements: arts, historical mandatory first year colloquium.
studies, literature, quantitative But there is lack of sufficient staffing,
reasoning, natural sciences, and according to McArthur. Of the 35
social sciences.
faculty needed to successfully run
A student would be required to the program, he could only secure
take one course in each area, except the time and interest of 15.
for natural sciences in which they
"Other colleges with successful
would be required to take two.
first year programs don 't have an
No courses in the area Eng lish composition or forei gn
requirements can be taken pass/ language requirement," he said. "I
fail.
e pu tti ng t oo much on
think we'r
There will sti ll be a man d a t ory the p late."
Eng lish composition course and
forei gn language requirement. In
Also discussed:
addition , course s t ak e n f o r a
The Financial Priorities
student 's maj or will not count Committee will have a meeting on
toward fulfilling the area solving the overcrowding in the
requirements.
Admissionsoffice. Either Eustis will
"Only the courses carrying the be expanded or they'll construct a
designation of the program itself new building. Either way, the
By Rebekah Mitchell
STAFF WRITER

solution will have the same cost
imp lications, said Dean of Faculty
Robert McArthur.
The
Lovejoy
Planning
Committee has recently met with
T. Scott Teas, president of T.F.H.,
an architecture firm in Portland ,
to talk about building a new
addition to Lovejoy, according to
McArthur. The new wing will
either stretch out to the curb of the
street running behind the south
side of the building or to the
western side of the building,
bumping into the faculty parking
lot. The cost for this kind of
renovation, Teas said, would be
cheaper than building three floors
up over Lovejoy 100.
Registrar George Coleman
proposed a new format for
registration day. He suggested
either having an open reg istration
period for two hours or keeping
the new student registration in the
fall separate from the returning
students. "This way we can
regulate the flow," he said.
Part of the problem is the
*(
Renovating continued on pag e?

Big BiCC's <ElmCity (Discount Beverage
873-4837

215f t Cottege Avenue

Mon.,-Wed. 7 am-9pm
Thurs . 7 am-10pm
Sun. 12pm-7p m
Fri. and Sat. open 'til MIDNIGHT

We'd like to welcome everyone
back for 2nd Semester!
Don 't tiri ve , just call us for fast ,
free delivery!
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[ COME TO JUST DESSERTS FOR A TASTY FILLEdI
CROISSANT AND OUR FRESHLY BREWED
INTERNATIONAL COFFEES. ALSO , TRY OUR
NEW DREAMBOAT CAKES: TASTY CHOCOLATE
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The Little Bookstore That Could.
¦#¦ Quality books
¦#¦ Special orders
-#¦ f resh-groundcoffee
* Cards & gifts
Remember — we buy back textbooks
every day !
The Ir on Horse Bookstore
10 Railr oad Sq„ Waterville
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bi-ior. to drags. So this year,
most of the Fortune 500 win be
Doing drugs could blow your
administering drug tests. If you ¦ whole education.

There's one lure «y to tee
your future fo up in smoke,
Do drugs,
Usi year alone. America's
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WE'RE PUTTtMGDRUGS OUT OF BUSIKESS.
Partntnhipfora Dmg-Fnt America

¦

MONDAY/TUESDAY
get a 16" cheese pizza and two colas
for only

offer good Monday & Tuesday 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
not valid with any other offer
customer pays sales tax and bottle deposit
limited delivery area to ensure safety
our drivers carry less than $20

.
'

CALL US: 873-0100
40 ELM ST., W ATERVIL LE

Expires: . 4/ 1 0/ 9 1
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_____
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OFF-CAMPUS STUDY
Located in Miller 009,off the Street of the Library

Before you "go away" for Spring
Break, here are some important
dates you should keep in mind if
you plan to really "GO AWAY!!"
APPLICATION DEADLINES:
Application Due
Program

CUERNEVACA (fall)
LONDON (fall)
DIJON (fall)

DOMESTIC EXCHANGE (fall)

(Claremont , Howard)

April 27
April 27
April 27
AprU 1*

*Claremont and Howard applications
are due the Monday we get back....
FORGETIIHM
DON' T

King

continued from page3

participating to evaluatethe issueof hunger
firsthand. Geoff Gowan'92said that "sitting
down on the floor eating a bowl of rice and
watching people eat a fullcourse mealreally
drove home the problems of hunger so
many people have."
During the banquet every student was
given play money which they could use to
buy either whole pies or slicesof auctioned
pizzas.
"It was interesting to see how people
decided to use their money. The lowesj
class pooled theirs together and the highest
class,even though they ate a full meal, still
bought a pizza," said one student
participator.
After readingabouttheideaofaHunger
Banquet from the non-profit organization
Oxfam, the Newman Council decided to
sponsor and executea version of their own
at Colby.
The purpose of the banquet "was to
raise awareness about the present world
hunger problem"said Karen Wu '92,one of
the organizers. Of the 200 students that
signed off their meal credit to attend the
banquet, 150 actually participated.
Seller's used some of that money to
supply the food and the reSt was given to
the Newman Council. "We plan to give
that moneyto one of the local soup kitchens
downtown," said Jon Eddinger '93, head
organizer and member of the council.

J

After dinner,FatherJohnled thegroup in
a discussion and encouraged students tovoice
their feelingsand observations of the dinner.
"Many of the people in the upper class
section felt self-conscious about having that
nice meal. They were humbled by the
experience," said Father John, adding that
"There was more of a sense of bonding
between those in the lower classes because
there was no social etiquette to follow."
Eddington said that the Newman council
plans on holding a second annual banquet
next year because it received such a positive
response. The banquet concluded with an
informational nineminute video presentation
on the issue of world hunger.
The organizers hope that students decide
to take some personal action by volunteering
in a Waterville Soup Kitchen or by sending a
letter.Q

Renovating
continued from page4

communication between professors and
departments. The registrar should
ultimately be given control of the courses
offered by a department. "When a course
is closed,it'sclosed. Professors allow more
students in but the department doesn't
know it," said Coleman.
Advisors sign permission for students
to take courses when departments have
already closed the course. Just because a
faculty member OKs an add-slip doesn't
guarantee there is space, he said.Q

Registration
continued from page 3

professors and department heads at the
registration tables,accordingto Coleman.
Coleman said that the ientire arena
registration process could be by-passed
if studentslisted alternate classes on their
pre-registration forms. Many students do
notlist alternative classes,and when their
first-choice classes are full,they must go
to arena scheduling, according to
Coleman.Q

WMHB

continued from page 2
honestly don't know where the station
would be without them."
Stu-A has expressed concern that
WMHBmay not bereceptive to the student
body. "A campus radio station should be
utilized by and for the students and we
feel that this may not necessarily be the
case with our station," said Crowley and
Kaliff in their memo. "Is it a Colby radio
station?" asked Kaliff.
"It is not a matter of being receptive,
we are a club or a group of people and we
are the people who put in the time and we
do what we feel is right ," said Damrauer.
"The station offers something for everybody," but, "people seem to feel we need
to service everybody 100 percent of the
time/'Q

$50 PRIZE to whomev er Returns the Most Bottles by the end of March
- NOW OPEN 24 HOURS --

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Pigs

continuedf romp a g e1

lot of food. It would be advantageous to
everyone."
However, Colby did not take well to the
idea of keeping pigs on campus. So Dostal
and McKee went ahead and bought two
pigs themselves in hopes of proving their
point by feeding them with all the leftovers
from the Lovejoy Commons' Dining Hall.
"They eat non-stop," said McKee.
The two female pigs were purchased for
$25 each from farmer Steve Russell, who
owns Pine Hill Farms in Winslow. Russell
allows them to keep the pigs on his farm for
free and feeds them when McKee and Dostal
are on break. As a result of all their feeding,
the two pigs have gone from about 25
pounds each to about 300 pounds each. By
the end of theyear Dostal and McKeeexpect
them each to be worth around $250.
"They pay for themselves, obviously,"
said Dostal.
Dostal named his pig Mrs. Henry after a
fat lady from a Bob Dylan record,and McKee
named his Ludabelle Periqua, taking the
first name from somebody's dog and the
second from the last name of a Portuguese
man he knows. Mrs. Henry and Ludabelle
have also proven to be articles of interest for
Dostal's and McKee's friends.
"They make lots of cool sounds," said
McKee. "They're pretty friendly, too. Lots
of people like to see them."
As for their pets'fates,one will be given
to Russell and the other will perhaps be
butchered at the end of the year for a pig
roast given by Dostal and McKee for their
friends. But will these guys miss their pets?
"I don't know about Marshall, but I'm
not too attached to them," said McKee.
"We'll just keep the biggest [pi g] to ourselves."
As for Dostal, all he could say was "I will
weep...I will weep."Q

* Enter a Weekly Drawin g for $10.00 of Free Gas wit h Any $10.00 Purchase.
* Mon. & Wed. Buy a 10" Pizza and Get a One Item Pizza Free!

* Friday & Saturday Buy a 15" Pizza and Get A One Item Pizza Free.
* We sell: Discount Beer, Wine, Fresh Dough Pizza, and Hot & Cold Sandwi ches.

Busch 1/4 barrel s~$23.33++
Schaefer Bar bottles- $10.44++
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THIS APRIL, THE HUNT IS ON AT COLBY.
ARE YOU READY FOR THE CHALLENGE?
_
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TUES-FRI: 7:30-12:00
SAT: 7:30-12:00
45 MAIN STREET
WAT ERVILLE
873-1010
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LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
TheEdttorial isthe offidalopinion of the paper. The other opinions presenter ,this pagedonotnecessaril y
represent the views of The Coliy Echo or its staff.
The Colby Echo encourages letters from its readers , especially those within the immediate community.
They should not exceed 200 words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and include either an address
ora phone number. For publication on Thursd ay, letters must be received by TTie Coliy Echono later than
Monday evening of the same week.
The Colby Echoreserves the rieht to edit all submissions.

Senior strife

The senior class officers are in trouble.
If you ask them, they will tell you they are in trouble because the senior
class has abandoned them.
If you ask us, we will tell you they are in trouble because they are
demonstrating poor leadership.
Laurie Brown,senior class president,has a right to be frustrated. Shehas
put much effort into events that have not been as successful as she wished.
But Brown has pointed the finger at seniors. In a letter to the senior class,
she said, "There will be no senior week. Apparently you do not want one.
The class officers have asked for your support this year to raise money, and
we have not received it."
But the finger is pointing in the wrong direction. Brown cites the lack of
sales of Safe sex T-shirts. The fact is,Colby students buy T-shirts all the time.
Colby seniors buy T-shirts all the time. The $10 price is reasonable. We
conclude that the problem lies in the T-shirt itself. Many would agree. I
Brown also criticizes seniors for their lack of involvement in the Senior
Auction. She writes, "The excuse that you had work to do Sunday night is
not good enough as you could have silent bid all week long or at least
donated something." Perhaps the two weeks before spring break is an
unwise time to schedule a fund-raiser. Historically, students are under a lot
of stress,and many are watching their piggy-banks in anticipation of spring
break.
The senior auction was a fantastic idea . It ranks among the best fundraisers seen at Colby.The publicity was fantastic. There were many elements
of a real winner. The only mistake was failing to analyze the realitiesof the
pre-spring break routine at Colby.
Theguilt tactics and the whining that have been employed,both in print
and at senior class meetings make the receiving end of Brown's mass
communications extremelyunpleasant.Group psychologyhas always shown
that screaming at a crowd of people to "Do something," virtually ensures
that no one will do anything. That may mean that seniors as a 'group are
unresponsive and unsupportive.True enough, as a group.
Successful leaders of the past know that you have to solicit help and
support one person at a time. Yes, it's tough. But yes, it can be done. One at
a time, most seniors are willing to pitch in. But the requests must be specific
and they must be personal.
It's time to toss out all the old tactics. Brown has let seniors know where
they stand, and many have let her know where they think she stands. With
a new approach to leadership by Brown, and seniors' full awareness of the
situation, wehave the potential to make senior week a fun,succesful reality.

Registration frustra tion

There is no question that the process of registration needs revision. The
current system which allots certain times for each class is inefficient because
students do not adhere to their specified time. This is irresponsible, but it
will never change. While the registrar's office recognizes the need for a
change,George Coleman's suggestion to open up the fieldhouse to everyone
at the same time is a cop out.
It would be better to require all students to show their Colby I.D. or their
schedule,both of which indica te class years, before entering the fieldhouse.
Just lock the side doors,force all students to enter through the main entrance,
and check their I.D. This way,nobody will be at the right place at the wrong
time.
Coleman's suggestion for a "free for all" will only cause further confusion
and frustration , This system will not give upperclassmen their deserved
priority; instead, professors would be responsible for making sure that
seniors get into the classes they migh t need to graduate. Also, the everpopular classes seniors have dreamt of taking will probably fill up on a first
come, first serve basis, making them just as accessible to sophomores and
juniors.
Registration must have some system of priority, because it is only fair
that upperclassmen have the liberty to take their chosen classes, especially
ones in their major. The underclassmen will have their turn when the time
comes. Registration should not be a free for all. It should just be better
controlled and monitored.

Letters
Colby vital
to WMHB

I am writing to express my
gratitude for the positive coverage
converning both WMHB's news
program In Depth
and
"Radiorama" in the March 14 Echo.
However,I feel I must clarify a quote
which was attributed to me
concerning WMHB's "Radiorama"
( "WMHB Raising Money"). The
quote has me stating that WMHB is
not a Colby station. Yet, in the
interview I Originally stated that
WMHB was not entirely a Colby
station. By suggesting this, I was
attempting to emphasize the
importance of the community to
WMHB, defined as both Colby and
the Waterville area.
Colby is of the utmost
importance to WMHB, since many
of us involved are Colby students,
the facilities are located on campus,
Colby is a significant part of our
listening area, and we receive part
of our funding from Student
Activities Association. But the
community is equally important to
WMHB since local business and
community members contribute
both monetary funding and
volunteer time to the station, and
our listening area reaches far
beyond the fieldhouse.
WMHB provides one of the few
places where Colby students and
communitymembersworktogether
and it is important to preserve this

special relationship. It is one of our
few links to the Waterville
community. Thank you again for
your positive press concerning
WMHB, and I hope we continue to
improve our programmingfor both
Colby and the Waterville area.
Jamie Gruener '91
Program Director, WMHB

Lehman
corrected
In his commentary last week,
Matt Lehman stated that "Our
neighbors down in Brunswick are
currently in a financial nightmare
becauseakeydonor to their recently
built field house has backed out on
his gift, leaving them millions of
dollars short on payments." That
statement is wholly inaccurate.
Mr. Lehman also states that
"Programs are being slashed
everywhere at Bowdoin..." That
statement is inaccurate as well.
I hopethis helps to set the record
straight.

Boo hoo
Bahu

Cal Mackenzie
Govt, professor

I was disturbed to read Amira
Bahu's article about Colby's
disgracefulreactionto the Gulf War.

The students' reactions struck' me
not as cold, merciless and blood
thirsty,but as a natural response to
our country being at war. As our
troops moved against theoccupying
army, I took no satisfaction in the
loss of Iraqi life, but in a quick and
decisive victory - a beginning to an
end of this conflict and the safety of
those serving. For seven months
this nation worried for our friends
and family serving, whether we
were doing the ri ght thing, and
where our actions would take us. I
do not feel I was insensitive to the
value of human life by cheering the
Coalition's victory. I'd like to think
that the person who said, "We
kicked some Arab butt," was not
taking pleasure in the fact that the
forces of the Coalition ha'd put to
death possibly thousands of people,
but that the war was drawing to a
close. I'm sure few of us are proud
of the massivedestruction wreaked
upon Iraq and its people,but we are
proud of our troops and the job
they performed.I never sawanyone
burning an Iraqi flag. I saw far more
yellow ribbons on cars than I did
obscene bumper stickers. And I did
not see anyone "cheer at the
destruction of entire cities and their
people. For many, our emotions
were tied to those serving -were we
wrong to spare little sympathy for
the Iraqi aggressors? I'm sorry Miss
Bahu lost faith in human nature,
but we were at war.
Joshua C. Green
'91.5

Look beyond political correctness
By Chip Smith

SOMETHING TO SNACK ON

The tidal wave that has been sweeping across
the nation seems to have made a long trip inland to
central Maine and crashed forcefully onto
Mayflower Hill. The tidal wave is "political
correctness" and maybe its appearance at Colby
isn't terribly unexpected,but its increasinginfluence
on this campus is particularly worrisome.
What is troubling is that in an effort to reach out
and addresscrucial themes,Colbymay havebecome
consumed with specificity and may be neglecting
the big picture,a liberal and multi-sided education.
The ideas that have reached the top of Colby's
agenda are important ones. Women's studies, class
structure, race conflicts, and ethnicity, are ideas
which have been traditionally neglected by our
society. This neglect has at times resulted in
uninformed, narrow minded and often insensitive
individuals. The danger is that these uninformed
individuals often land themselves in positions of
power where their ignorance adversely affects the
rights of others.
Tobeeducated,students must understand these
politically correct issues,and be able to incorporate
them into our thinking and actions. Therefore, it is
the definition of education that is in question .Yes,
students should be educated about diversity issues.
However, they are by no means bound to agree
with or support these passionate interests.
Students should be provided with opportunities
to challenge their beliefs. Students should not be
offered a one dimensional, ultra specific look at
these issues especially if this look ignores
fundamental ideas that arc some of the legitimate
foundations of education.
Colby has leapt onto the proverbial bandwagon
in an effort to deal with politically correct issues.
This action has two major flaws. First, there arc
many more important curriculum adjustments to
be made prior to incorporating academics of the
day.
Second, students who arc swept up in overly
sensitized study may graduate without the broad
knowledge that is a critical component of a liberal

arts degree.
Specifically, part of the curriculum adjustment
includes a proposal to create a mandatory diversity
course. Force-feeding a course on diversity adds more
weight to many students already burdened by heavy
course loads.
Surely there are better means of giving students a
balanced view of diversity than by merely adding an
additional, and for some, unwelcome requirement.
Maybe Colby should concentrate more on the inclusion
and integration of diversity issues into already
standing academic courses.
In addition, there are far more important
curriculum changes that must take precedent over a
diversity addition. Take for example the tragically
fated bio-chemistry major. As it stands this majo r
must complete 21 requirements for his or her major.
Add these21courses to the six all-college requirements
and an additional three semesters of language, and
you have a student with 30 courses before he or she
gets a chance to take any electives.
Most students graduate with 32 or so courses
under their belts. Do the two electives that the biochem major can take give him or her a truly "Liberal
Arts" education? Colby should fix these types of
lopsided educational structures before flippantly
embracing passionate ideas.
Look carefully at upcoming course catalogues. At
times it appears that thereis an overwhelming number
of specificcourses on gender,race and class. These are
important ideas that students need to learn.
Nevertheless, it seems that Colby's academic
departments are flooded with such courses.
At this pace, most students will fulfill major
requirements while concentrating for the most part
on specific diversity-type courses. But is it valid to
allow an American Studies major to complete her/his
studyfocusingonlyonethnicity,divcrsity,and gender,
without gaining basic knowled ge of American
government or American political theory? This is not
liberal arts, it is specific arts.
Most troubling is that these students who are so
keenly focused on today's passionate issues, may
neglect classicscholarshipj sitvalid to havea diversity
requirement and not have mandatory course on Plato
or Locke?
Po litical continual on page 13

Op inions
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Do y°u **ave an unreasona^ e amount of work due the first two days back from break?
Magda Lacharite '91
No,notatalleverythingis done
before the break.

Kim Zimmerman 92
No-1 don't. .

Skip Harris '93
About average. What I would
like to know is why teachers insist
on overloading us the week before
break? -

Julie Moran 91
No,but about four days later
I'm swamped !

Brian Carlson '91
No, mostly the first two

weeks back.

Where are the coimmons? Shh... people are studying
By Matt X#Jwna»
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By Amira Bahu
STAFF WRITER

Students working together is great,and it
is gratifying to see people eager to help each
other out. But perhaps there should be one
MacLab designated for group work, and
Theoretically, the library is the place for another for serious independent work. There
serious studying. To put it plainly, the first is nowhere to escape the noise in the MacLab.
floor isalmost completelyoff limits to a person Everyone is locked in the same room, side by
who intends to get a great deal of work done. side.
Depending on where you sit, the basement
So,stop trapping students like rats. There
and second floor function as: a hub of social is a solution and its a simple one. Separate
chattering, a den of intense studying, and a areas should be used for separate activities.
haven of sunbathed naps. But as you hike the Granted, there is a curtain that can be used to
ramp to the third floor, you can almost hear block off sections in the MacLab. It is just
the chorus of pages turning, calculators never used. The simple fact is that we need
crunching numbers, and pens writing more computers and more computer work
furiously.
areas. Too many students utilize Colby's
Basically if you really have to get computer services to be choked into the three
something done, you have to rise to the areas we have presently.
altitudeof the third floor. But is thisa problem?
Perhaps we should think about
As far as I'm concerned, no. When people developing a more extensive area in the
have serious studying to do, or just wish to library which would be exclusively used for
workefficiently,they know they can venture word processing and individual projects.
up to the third floor. But if they want to find Since the Writers' Center and the literary
out what's happening on the weekend, or resources are already in Miller Library, a
hear the gossip of the last two ni ghts, they larger combination of these three makes sense.
may frequent the basement, first and second Regardless,the computers that are presently
floors. It can be frustrating to hear people housed in that building need a shot of
chattering in the library, but the problem is twentieth century. They are far too outdated.
best solved by moving to a quieter place.
There is no quick solution in sight,but the
This is not possible in such places as the administration should consider the library.
MacLab. Sometimes the MacLab is the One can accomplish academic and group
greatest place to get work done, when it is responsibilities in one place as long as
quiet and the sound of keyboards punching divisions of floors and sectionsremain intact.
away is enough to get anyone motivated. But
There is a definite difference in the
other times people forget it is a place where designated study places during mid-terms
studentsarefeverishlytryingto piece together and finals. Thenumberof peoplein thelibrary
four, eight, ten, fifteen page papers. Times and MacLabs can double or triple, as well as
are especially difficult when students are the intensity, and irritability of these people.
working together to figure out economic Try to respect those around you. Everyone
projects that involve all those tricky and hasahugeload of work,and many are feeling
annoying graphs.
the pressure of these exam packed days.Q

C olby Planni ng Committee fails to address food
By Andrew Stanley
STAFF WRITER
About a month ago, the Colby Planning
Committee released an Interim Rep ort on
Colby 's Pla nning Process. The report highlig hted the major goals of the College for the
next decade and the next century, as well as
documenting whattheCoIlege accomplished
in the last decade. The report does not focus
on academics alone-it also addresses ideas
for a more comfortable campus life. But, despite the thoroughness of the report, there
wasone critical area which was not ad dressed:
tho food.
I will not be the first to say that Seilers and

the Colby meal plan both leave more than a
little room for improvement. It's easy to
complain about the quality of any food that is
cooked in mass proportions. Frankly, Seilers
does a reasonable job. Think aboutit, it might
not be Mom's cooking, but its really not that
bad. But Seilers fails to take the extra step.
Every once and a while you eat a good
Seilers meal,the kind that makes you want to
go back for more. Usually this occurs when
they've done something innovative and out
of the ordinary. A taco bar, with the flour
shells. A hot dog bar, where you can add
your own fixins. Do it yourself nachos. Sports
Bars in the ice cream cooler. Roast beef that is
red.
These good meals can't cost much more
than normal meals to prepare because they

consist of the same gencrahfoods and students only take what they will eat. But, these
kinds of meals arc the exception rather than
the rule,and the successesare rarely repeated.
It's almost like they are afraid that wc might
actually be enjoying the food.
Another problem that the Planning
Committee should be addressing is the meal
plan itself. We have a flawed system here.
Students should pay for what they eat. Almost
every College in the nation has switched to
this form of meal plan. If you skip breakfast,
you shouldn't havejo pay $2 for it. What
does Seilers do with the two bucks they get
from every student for the ill-attended 8-9
a.m. weekend breakfasts? If the College is so
interested in making sure that the concerns of
individual students arc addressed, how can

they ignore a folly that concerns nearly every
student.
Colby has accomplished a lot in the last
decade. We have propelled ourselves into
the elite of the nation's liberal arts colleges,
and we are only showing signs of improving
that standing. But, as the planning committee has pointed out, there is room for improvement. Problems with the curriculum ,
diversity, and student life must all be addressed. Part of student life, beyond cultural
and sociaIactivitiesandthefacilities,isSeilers
and the meal plan. The Planning Committee
should consider this, and discuss the food
that Colby students will eat and the way they
pay for it.Q

Arts & Entertain ment

Colby Dancers; a refreshing new cultural experience
By Audrey Witteman
STAFF WRITER
The Colby Dancers provided
a refreshingly new cultural performance last weekend. The eight
dance pieces reflected many different types of movement. Marah
Silverberg '92, one of the dancers,
said "It was a more diverse show
than in the past."
The 90 minute performance
reflected an enormous amount of
work. The choreography for most
of the pieces began last semester,
and mastery of the final and longest piece, entitled LIGHT, Part 15,
The Second Windfield consumed all
of Jan Plan.
The dancers spent January
working with Kei Takei, a native
of Japan who has received numerous grants and awards for her
work. She adapted The Second
Windfield from the original especially for this performance.
The dancers in The Second
Windfield, a very symbolic piece,
were dressed in stark white costumes with a single stripe of green
paint. Moving to the stormy music, they interacted as a group, in

pairs, and individually, using
straight wooden branches as props.
At the beginning of the piece,
the stage was covered with dried
leaves by the one male performer,
who during the course of the piece,
beat two sticks together, adding intensity to the dance.
Elizabeth Scoville '94, one of
the dancers in the piece, which involved almost the entire company,
said "we learned a whole different
type of movement that I don't think
anyone had done before."
The first piece, Soul Adagio,
involved five dancers,two dressed
in black and three in white, who
made slow,very controlled movements, often mirroring each other.
Then,the mood changed in the
next piece as a dancer in pajamas
and pigtails acted out a dream,imitating the three other dancers on
stage who in turn did tap, disco,
and ballet.
Shades f our D involved four
dancers dressed in red, who did
individual and group movements,
and in Pas Seul,a solo dancer moved
to different styles of music, in and
around a circle of white light on the
stage.

Apples: a fairy tale humorously
depicted a fairy tale complete with
a trio of giggling fairies.
< In the next untitled piece, two
women in white moved to the compelling music of Kate Bush's
"Women's Work." The final dance
before the intermission was fast
paced and colorful asthe four dancers moved about the stage amidst
bright lights,wearing intensely colored shirts with black leggings.
The wonderful part of the show
was the ability of the audience to
mentally escape, simply feeling reactions to the dances while interpreting them individually. The variety of the dances gave rise to a
sense of excitement and expectancy
about what would come next.
All the pieces showed the flexibility of modern dance, which allows for a great deal of creativity in
the choreography,music,costumes,
and lighting.
Although the technical execution of the movements was not always perfect, the fact that all of the
elements of the performance were
arranged by the students shows an
impressive achievementO

Colby Symphony Orchestras
solois t provides deli ghtful dimension
By Amanda Hallowell
A&EED -TOR

The beauty of this past Sunday was
carried into the night by the Colby Symphony Orchestra as they played pieces by
Prokofiev, Mahler, and Dvorak. The
orchestra's professionalism and talent did
not go unappreciated: the chapel was full of
students, faculty and local people, smiling
and applauding vigorously at the tremendous performance.
The first piece,A SummerDay, by Sergei
Prokofiev, a Russian composer, was something of a warm-up piece for the musicians.
After the intensity and freedom of the dress
rehearsal it's difficult to play freely in the
actual performance, as one musician explained it. However, what followed was
well worth a slightly rough beginning.
Many felt the second piece, Gustav
Mahler'sLeidereinesfahrendenGesellen(Songs
of a Wayfarer), featuring criticallyacclaimed
soloist Elizabeth Dyrud, was the climax of
the concert. A quietly beautiful and elegant
woman, Dyrud came from New York City to
sing with Colby's orchestra on request from
Jeffrey Stirling,visiting professor of music at
Colby, who met Dyrud when they wereboth
at Tanglewood,a well-known summer music festival.
Dyrud's voice reached high and low in
Lorirner Chapel, searching for an escape, a
routetothe mountainsofGermany(Mahler/s
homeland). She sang four songs in German,
and although the audience was given the
translatbnsofthesongswith theirprograms,
the sheer beauty of the language as delivered by Dyru d 's stellar soprano made
meaning nearly irrelevant.
Following the concert, Dyrud said she
was pleased with the performance. She was
especially full of praise for Stirling, who
pulled thesingerand the orchestra,unknown
to each other until a rehearsal Saturday afternoon, together with complete success.
Praising the musicians as well, Dyrud
said they were enjoyable to play with because they played supportively,so that she

Vocalist Elizabeth Dyrud
could be heard bitf without being a separate part entirely. Indeed, neither music
nor vocals overshadowed the other. The
interaction between the two was refined
and enjoyable to the ear.
The final piece, Dvorak's Symphony
No. 8in G,op. 88,left everyone smiling and
flushed,audience included.After a slightly
rough first piece and a more subdued second piece due to their role of accompaniment to Dyrud,the musicians were clearly
ready to rock'n'roll, classical style, and
Dvorak gave them the opportunity to do
just that. Stirling said to the many who
thanked and praised him as they left, "Was
it fun?" and then to me, "I wanted everyone to have fun."
When all the dust had settled it was
clear that, though Dyrud and the musicians were wonderful, Stirling was very
much the mastermind behind the entire
performance.
Head puppeteer, he coordinated the
union of Dyrud (quite a feat considering
her extensive and noted career in America
and abroad) and the Colby orchestra. Although he has only been at Colby since
September he was clearly commander-inchief of the orchestra, which included first
year students, faculty and local musicians.
But, he said, he "was sorry not to see more
students hcrc/'Q

Colby Dancer J ul Soper

photo by Amy Shaw

Railroad steams through great tunes
By Sandy Colhoun
STAFF WRITER
There's a new railroad in town. No, I'm not talking about a new station or new
locomotives - I'm talking about a hot new band: Railroad. Railroad took the Waterville
Budget Host by storm last Thursday night, packing the place with Colby students by 10:30
p.m.
I couldn't helpbut chuckle as we pulled into the Budget Host parking lot. The scene was
ail-American:college students pouring into the local watering hole to listen to their boysrock
down the house. And rock they did. The band played almost three hours with one break,
timed perfectly to catch the final seconds of the Syracuse vs. Richmond hoops game on giant
screen TV.
'Railroad' is composed of seven first-year musicians who combine a pool of talent, from
congos to keyboards, resulting in a varied, entertaining show. The performance marks their
sixth live appearance since getting together this fall.Highlights of the showincludedjamming
renditions of "Lovelight"by the Grateful Dead, "Moondance" by Van Morrison, and "Paco
the Dog," the group's self-proclaimed cult song, which seems to refer to a dog owned by a
student at Colby.
The bar, "Classics," was packed to capacity, and the management was forced to keep
some students waiting behind the door until others left. One waitress said shehad never seen
such a big crowd for a local band .She said the bartender had been caught completelyoff guard
as well. The crowd jammed and swayed to the music all night while enjoying moderately
expensive drafts at the bar ($1.50/draft). In fact, it wasn't long before they ran out of
Budweiser, and had to "run on over to the Bob Inn to grab anotha' keg."
:
The band consists of Mark Dantos singing lead vocals, Dan Howe on lead guitar and
vocals, John Ostrom on rhythm guitar, Rob Underwood on bass guitar, Chris Roosevelt on
keyboard and vocals, Justin Brown on percussion and vocals, and Adam Galvin on the
congos.
The band's next gig will be after spring break at Classics in the Waterville Budget Host.
Hoppefully the bar will prepare for a full house and stock up on the kegs!
Railroad has developeda small following of dedicated listeners who are willing to make
the trip off campus to enjoy a few hours of tasty tunes. It's great to see a fresh band on
Mayflower Hill and one can only surmise these young guys will be jamming for a long time
to come.Q

Simon takes Madison Square by storm
If you re planning to be in the Boston/
Worcester area during break,checkout Simon
STAFF WRITER
at the Centrum on March 29. It's well worth
it, especially if you really get into his last two
When Paul Simon took the stage of a albums.
sold-out Madison Square Garden on SaturThe stage was filled to the rim with
day night, drums pulsated to 'The Obvious musicians: one drummer,
five percussionChild," the lead single from his latest album,
ists, a bassist, three guitarists, two
"Rhythm of the Saints."Those drums didn't keyboardists,
three horn players, and three
let up all night.
backing vocalists. IncludingSimon ,that made
Simon offeredafairsclectionofhissongs,
19 people on stage — quite a spectacle. Obviemphasizing those from his latest album and ously, the emphasis
was on playing some
"Graceland,"while de-emphasizing his work
from the 60's and 70's. Still, the selection was
Simon continued on page 12
far greater than that on his "Graceland" tour.

By M. Scott Barkham
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New music speaks out against Top 40 feyp e, racism
By Dan Raymont
JAZZY D'S CURB

Searching once again

for an album to t ool on,
R.E.M.'s latest looked like

a perfect victim judg ing
from their last two releases. But it was pleasantly surprising. It is an
album filled with love,
strings,horns, keyboards,
and sweet background
vocals.
The album 's first
track "Radio Song" rags
on Top 40 radio. The song
features rapping genius,
KRS-1 on background vocals.
Lead vocalist Michael Stipe begins "the
world is collapsing around our ears/ 1turned
up the radio/ but 1can't hear it / ..its the same
same song/ DJ sucks/ makes mcsad/...tricd
to sing along/ but damn that radio song."

Shin y Happy People, a song about

love and respect for everybody and everything, is one of the happiest songs ever. This
is one of several songs featuring the B-52's
Kate Pierson on background vocals. Her harmonies are hair raising.
"Shiny Happy People laughing/ meet
me in thecrowd / people/
people/ throw your love
around/ love me/ love
me/ take it into town/
happy/ happy/ put it in
the ground/ where the
flowers grow/ shiny
happy people holding
hands/...fhere'snotimeto
cry/ happy/ happy/ put
it in your heart/ where
tomorrow shines."
The rest of the album
includes "Low," a poetic
song about love and its
effect on emotions, "Endgame, a beau tiful
progression of guitar and bass chords, accompanied by Michael Stipe's "fa-la-la's,"
and "Me in Honey," a male's perspectiveon
pregnancy.
"Out of Time" is wonderfully varied

and at the same time thoroughly consistent,
KRS-1 and Kate Pierson prpvidie another dimension to the ever-flowering R.E.M.
Malcolm McLaren Presents the World
Famous Supreme Team Sho w "Round the
Outside. Round the Outside"

Malcolm McLaren,
who .brought u s "The Sex
Pistols," "Siouxsie and the
Banshees,"and "Adam and
the Ants," has now succeeded in combining two
great musical traditions:
opera and hip-hop.
"Opera House," the
album's first track, is a description of opera from a
rapping perspective, includes rapping by Sparky D
and Grandmaster Cuz?"Librettos createbreath taking mood3/ my stage
is set for a love death attitude/ not to insult
your intelligence/ it'svery elegant / ...no,you
don 't understand / haven't a notion/ of
training/ straining your voice with devotion
to culture/ that's my style/...! die for love/

we love opera house.
McLaren has also taken to hip-housing the worksof Shakespeareand Federico
Garcia Lorca."II BeorNotHBe"combi n es
Shakespeare's famous monologue with a
more modern interpretation designed to
include some of the problems facing individuals today.
Other tracks include "Romeo and
Juliet" (mixed to the
bassline of "Voices
Inside my Head," by
the Police) in which
Romeo a'nd Juliet
start "doin ' the do,"
and "Un Coche De
Agua Negra ," a
tropical mix of an adaptation of Lorca 's
poem "Ncgros en
Cuba."
This album makes opera and
Shakespeare fans out of hip-hoppers,and
hip-hop fans out of opera goers and
Shakespeare lovers, McLaren's cxperiReviewscontinued on page 22

Pointe Affca perfect
for Final Four feast

Simon

By The High Street Gourmets
STAFFWRITERS
Not wanting to tear ourselves away from a TV during college
basketball's March Madness, four of the High Street Gourmets ventured out to one of the more established sports bars in the area, the
Pointe Afta, in Winslow. Settling into a table in the middle of the bar,
to our pleasure we found that each of us had a great view of the hoop
games on one of the many color TVs. (In one corner sits a huge wide
screen.)
Additionally,the bar is cluttered with all sorts of sports paraphernalia, including pennants, uniforms, photos, and autographs.
To top it off for the ultimate sports enthusiast,there is an up to the
.
minute, digital sports wire.
The menu is comprised of typical bar fare,such as grinders,pizzas,
burgers and the like. For comparison's sake,weordered nachos ($3.50).
There was plenty of cheese,but they were short on trimmings such as
sour cream and guacamole. Good, but not the best we've had.

continuedfrom page10
serious music.
The percussion section, anchored by seasoned session
wunderkind Steve Gadd, led the
band through blazing versions of
many recent tunes, including
"Proof," "The Boy in the Bubble,"
and "Bom at the Right Time." The
band seemed most comfortable with
the more recent songs,as did Simon
himself.
Simon's enthusiasm reached a
pinnacle after the band's performance of "You Can Call Me Al,"
when he said, "Let's do it again!"
And they did. The audience loved
it , with hundreds of rowdy
concertgoers marching around the
arena to the beat of the song, caught
up in the revelry that makes an
ordinary concert a success.

One of the most exceptional
parts of theeveningwas saxophonist Michael Brecker's solo. Brecker
is one of the finest sax players
around, and in recent years, he has
revolutionized the instrument by
playing a synthesizer horn called
the Electronic Wind Instrument.
His solo started with a Far
Eastern sounding melody, and
segued into a blazing funk groove
where he picked up his tenor and
brought the audience to its feet.
One of the best parts was when he
played an electric guitar sound on
the EWI — his sheer.technical and
musical abilities far surpassed those
of many other more highly acclaimed musicians.
On his older, "classic" tunes,
Simon did not seem to know quite
what to do. Many older songs were
re-worked, to varying degrees of
success. "Me and Julio Down By
the Schoolyard" seemed to lend itself very well to the Brazilian beat,

while TCodachrome did not work
as well.
"
.
Of the older songs, the best
was "Bridge Over Troubled Water,"which f eatured a fantastic gospel piano arrangement courtesy of
Richard Tee, and "Still Crazy After
All These Years," which not only
featured Gadd and Tee (Simon
mainstays since 1975), but also a
fine tenor saxophone solo by
Michael Brecker, who also palyed"
on the record. Only two songs of
the night featured the classic arrangements of Simon songs which
appear on record.
Finally,Simon closed the show
with three renditions of Simon and
Garfunkel (no, Art did not show
up) classics: "America," "The
Boxer," and finally "Sounds of Silence." These songs were found
somewhat wanting, but perhaps it
is simply impossible to turn back
the clock. After all, it has been
around 30 years.Q

Pointe Af ta continued on page 13

Review

Bensonhurst. "Wretched," a track
which begins with the "National
continued from page 11
Anthem",urges blacks to be proud
mentation with mixing different of their heritage, and to avoid elestyles of music has finally paid off. ments that might warp their sense
of cultural identity, such as fake
contact lenses.
Paris - "The Devil Made Me Do
Paris describes his intentions
j t__
in "Ebony." "Once again my
Paris' "The Devil Made Me Do friend/ I try/ to help improve anIt"combines an L.L. Cool J style of other brother's life/ by coming
rap with the Black Panther ideol- through with therighteousgroove/
tell right from
ogy. Carryingon
wrong/ makes
a dialogue with
p e o p l e
hislisteners, like
m o v e (n o t )/
the playwright
idiot crossover
Bertolt Brecht,
songs that apParis wants his
to all/
peal
art to motivate
make
you
sing
people.
along/
no/...I
He speaks
don't make the
through his murhymes that
sic, and ideally
say/ how ignowants people to
rant
other
act to change the
brothers
act
wretched condinowdays/Ijust
tion of the world.
talk about the
The rest of the songs on the
when
talkinabout
this
album also focus on the Black Pan- things I see/
ther Party and the racist ways of the color called ebony."
Like Stipe and KRS-1, Paris is
U.S.A. "TheHateThatHateMade"
also
turned off by Top 40 radio.
description
of
some
of
is a haunting
This
sentiment
is expressedin "This
the racist assumptions that led to
Test/'Q
is
a
the murder of Yusef Hawkins at
.
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A UNIQUE WAY TO EXPERIENCE WINTER...
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SKI TOURING
YURT LODGING

Ski the 10,000 acre wilderness preserve
surrounding the North Woous Arts
Center in Atkinson, Maine.
20+ miles of groomed and wilderness
trails meandering throug h unspoiled
terrain.
Ski for a day and kick back at the North Woods
Arts Center.
Spend several days exp loring the preserve and
overni ght in our Mongolian yurls. Individuals ,
, coup les, groups and families welcome!
Homecooked meals provided. Self-service
options available.
For more information:

*

Borealis Nordic'
j *' >$' * !;
P.O. Box 362
Mf *r f~
\
Dover-Foxcroft , MU 04426
j j f^; ,
Week: (207) 564-2159
-:• <XL
•JL-^JL¦» '
... . •—*- .
(207) 56 .-3423
Weekends
...
.
. &
. . Holidays:
.
. j ,
j

Summer tour guides 1
Positions available for Summer
Tour Guides at Colby College
'* These will be some of the
*
highest paying positions avail
able to students.
* Room and Board is also
included
H
H
k ^—
Contact Anita at. X3613 with
any questions.
—

—T
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Pointe Afta

continued fom p a g e22

Gourmet #2 insisted that we try some
cheese sticks as well. They, too, were enjoyable.
Moving on to the main course,Gourmet
#1 and Gourmet #3 opted for cheeseburger
platters. They were happy with the quantity
(1/3 pounders), but not the quality. There
wasn't enough cheese, and they were both
overcooked.
Gourmet #2 had a steak and cheese
grinder, which was splendid, featuring tender chunksof steak with just theright amount
of cheese. "I loved that grinder," he said.
Gourmet #5 tried the chicken fingers special.
"Nothing to write home about. Fairly thin
and a little dry," he commented.
In general,we found that the PointeAfta
was a fantastic place to watch an athletic
event on TV,and enjoy a few pitchers of beer.
Theatmospherewasgreat,thebeerprices
were decent ($6.00 a pitcher), and though the
food wasn't much better than mediocre, we
at six High feel it is worth the trip. We'll
definitely be there to watch UNLV and Indiana in the finals of the NCAA basketball
tournament (Gourmet #l's picks), and we
recommend that anyone that hasn't tried The
Pointe Afta does likewise.Q
The Hig h Street Gourmetsare: J .B. Brennan,
MattLehman, Chip Lyons , Geoff O'Hara , and
Dean Zioze

Political

continued from page 8
The study of history has been traditionally dominated by white patriarchal figures,
and it is important to include the works of
diverse writers. But at the same time, don't
exclude traditional mediums.The traditional
viewpoint or rendition, one-sided as it may

appear,is every bit as valid as the previously
ignored writers. Include both, and you have
created a well-balanced education.
Thomas Jefferson noted that the best
means of avoiding immoral action and unyirtuous behavior was through widespread
education of the masses. With this education
the masses could make rational, democratic
decisions and not infringe on the rights of
others. Don't force-feed Colby students diversity. Let them learn it as. an essential
component of existing academic study.
Incorporate politicallycorrect ideas into
the language, philosophy, and theory of existing and traditional academia. Give students broad-minded, comprehensive course
plans that leave them free to create and express their own opinions. Provide students
with reasonable requirements and true liberal arts, and they will learn not only about
today's "politically correct" ideas, but about
important ideas that span centuries of study.
More importantly, they will be sufficiently
educated to act in a just manner. Forcing
diversity and neglecting traditional study
will lead to the uneducated masses Colby so
desperately seeks to avoid.Q

Commons

continued from page 9

Too much money is earmarked for
commons use,and the students are not seeing
the benefits from a social standpoint. I was
recently asked about the social life duringmy
senior exit interview, and I mentioned many
of the same things I have mentioned here.
However,it would be more important to talk
to the underclass men and women, and find
out how they think the commons system
should be, and for once, implement it .Q
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continued from p a g e1

Winslow Homer to them and felt they
might be planning to sell it. Financial stability wasimportant because he wanted to
keepthecollectiontogether,"said Gourley.
"These plans are still somewhat tentative," said Cotter. "There is no written
agreement between Payson and the College." There are still some aspects of the
agreement which "have to do with the
relationship between Payson and
Westbrook," said Cotter.
"Westbrook hasn't yet agreed to let
the collection leave,but [Payson] will take
them to court if they don't,"said Gourley.
"June 30 is the deadline set by
Westbrook for moving the collection. We
would prefer that it be moved before that
if possible," said Nosanow.

COUNSELORS WANTED FOR :

XEROX SUMMER INSTITUTE

The likelihood that this agreement
will work out "depends totally on
Westbrook College," said Payson. "They
still have some things to be ironed out
about the collection."
"I have been asked not to talk too
much about it [conflicts with Westbrookl
because there is a meeting coming up on
the 26th [of March]," said Payson.
Payson said that he hoped the collection would be available to the Portland
Museum by July because there will be an
exhibiton Impressionist and Post-Impressionist art from Aug. 1to Oct. 14.
The Payson collection will be shown
at Colby in the new gallery of the art
museum,which is scheduled to open next
fall, said Cotter.?

I-PLAY

continued f romp a g e14

¦

way to stop me is to do something illegal." - Fallon.
We would also like to congratulate Mary
Low Commons for capturing the Commons
LeagueChampionship and the Stewart Team
for capturing the January Draft League
Championship. Also,a special thanks to Terry
Reidy '92 for being the sole season ticket
holder this year. Thank you and congratulations to all who competed in I-PLAY Hockey
in 1991.?

AT
COLBY COLLEGE

J uly

T

7-19

' Colby is sponsoring the Xerox Summer Institute , formerl y known as th e
Top 5 Institute. The Institute consists of a 2 week program aimed at
providing motivating experiences and skill workshops for promising
minority sophomore high school students from urban areas all over the
country. Colby is looking for students of all backgrounds interested in
counseling positions for this summer. A stipend- will be provided. The
program begins July 7th and ends July 19th.There will be a brief orientation
for counselors prior to the start of the Institute.
If you are interested in taking part in this rewarding opportunity,
spending a few weeks in Maine this summer with some reall y interesting
kids and earning some pocket $ for your effort, please submit the following
information to the Admissions Office by April 2nd:
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L ISTEN TO
THE PE5T oF

1) A Statement of Purpose: Please discuss your reasons for interest in the
Xerox Summer Institute and any skills or ideas you would like to bring to
the program.
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2) Official college transcript
3) Two letters of recommendation ( ie. teachers, employers etc.)

g (S CFfl¦&
2,

,If you have any ques tions or would like some more back ground
information on The Xerox Summer Institute at Colby p lease contact
Andrea McNeal-Smith at ext. 3479 or Tim Burton at ext. 3168.
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I-¥Lmhockeywrapup

of theweek

J osh Wolman '91
Photo courtesy of I-PLAY

The Boot team after returningfrom a visitwith President Bush

By Brian O'Halloran
Jim McVay
and Chris Caponi

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
Another intramural ice
hockey season has come to a close
with the undefeated UNLVian team
of Brian Quinn '91 defeating the
John Stewart '92 "Stu and Glew"

Team

continued from page 16

White? O.K., we will.At Nationals,
she received honorary AU-American status in the 500 freestyle and
the 1650 freestyle by finishing 14th
and 10th, respectively. Fenton, another consistent performer,made it
to New England's this year, partly
because he broke three of his own
four records in one meter and three
meter diving.
Ben Trevor'93led the indoor
track team this season. Trevor was
named the team's MVP, and this
has earned him a spot on the AllWinter Team.The sophomore from
Reading, MA saw his season culminate in an excellent performance
at the Division III meet. Trevor took
the lead in the 1500 meter race at the
starting gun, and he never looked
back. Trevor lead the race from start
to finish, a difficult feat for any
runner. "Leading the whole race is
extremely difficult. This was definitely the highlight for Ben's season," said Coach Jim Wescott. His
success as a sophomore has only
provided excitement for Wescott
about Trevor's next two seasons.
"It is very exciting to think about

team 7-3 in the final.
Quinn's team was led by the
hat-trick of championship game
MVP Toby Cox '91 and the goaltending of Sean Crowley '91.
THE ANNUAL "MORTY
AWARDS":
First team All-I-PLAY:
Crowley,defensemen Stewart and
Mark"Spanky Fallon'91;forwards
Sean "Elmer" Glew '91, Matt

Greenlaw'91,and JeffHartwell'91.
Second team All-I-PLAY:
goalie Ted Kasten '93, defensemen
Quinn,Randy Korach'91;forwards
Brian Waldes '93, Chuck DiGrande
'92, and Liz Preston '91.
Co-winnersof the 1991Morty
Baker Award: Crowley and Greenlaw.
Quote of the year: "The only

Ben s future after his great performance this season," said the coach.
With Trevor at Colby for two more
years, the indoor track team can
count on his future leadership and
consistency.
Any runner who captures
four school records has to be
thought of as a force, but when this
runner is only a first-year student
the imagination can run wild with
thoughts of the future. This is the
case for Jennifer Hartshorn '94.
Hartshorn, an easy choice for the
All Winter Team. She was an AllAmerican in the 800 meter event,
All-New England in the 1000 meter
and the 4x4 relay, all ECAC in the
400 meter race and the 4x4 relay,
broke the all state record in the 600
meter which stood since 1983, and
broke Colby records in the 600,800,
1000,and the mile. Hartshorn brings
her team attitude to the track every
day and "is not caught up in her
ownindividual performances,"said
Coach Debbie Aitken. No record is
safe in the next three years as
Hartshorn prepares to improve on
her performances this season. In
the spring, shewill aimfor th£1500m
record to give her six school records
in her first year of school competition.Theoutdoortrackrecord board

now awaits Hartshorn's domination.
The women's squash team,
after finishing with a record breaking 14-8 record, sees two inductees
to the squad, Twisty Gogolak '91
and Christy O'Rourke '92.Gogolak
did n't play last year but came out
this year to play the number one
postition. Her consistent performance showed us her prowess for
the sport. O'Rourke played last year
but moved from the tenth position
to the number two spot. For this
accomplishment, she was named
Most Improved Player. Both
Gogolakand O'Rourke (along with
Grace Liang '91) were named team
MVPs.
Junior Mike Keller '92defines
men's squash. A consistent performer for three seasons,this year he
had one of hisbest seasons,qualifying
for Nationals held at Princeton. At
Nationals he won in the first round
against an opponent many felt was
superior to Keller. Although he lost
in the second round, he is still considered one of the top 64 college
squash players - at any level- in the
country. Captaining the team as a
junior, he will return next year in
hopes of duplicating his tremendous
season.Q

;
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Photoby Paul Argiro

You thought it was a quiet
week in sports, did n't you? But
wethe£cfto knowotherwisejosh
Wolman '91 took first place at
the Bates Invitational tennis
tournament last weekend and
thus earns our weekly Devastator Award. Wolman earned the
..v ictory by beating David

McNaughton from the University of Southern Maine, 6-3, 6-3.
In the semis, Wolman disposed
of Nick Mongenis from Bates 63, 6-1. The singles invitational
consisted of the top six players
from Colby,Bates,Bowdoin,and
USM. Congratulations to
Wolman.Q

Modern Day Gladi ators

I-PLAYcontinued on p a g e13

COLBY-IN-CUERNAVACA
Informational Session:
Tuesday , April 2 5°6 p.irno
Smith Room, Roberts Union

Experience Colby's language program in Mexico:
get beyond the "south-of-the-border" stereotype,
and actually experience Mexican culture while
satisf ying your language requirement.
Come learn about Cuernavaca. Students who've
been on the program will be there...they are
wonderful resources for you to tap, so tap them!!

Men ' s Lacrosseplayers gearing up f or their trip
to NewJ ersey over spring break.

Photo by Becca Pratt

You Know Whose Pub
The Concourse/ Downtown Waterville
873-5255
Smoke-Free You Know Whose

Tex If ex

* Burritos- - singic/doubie
*Tacos»t.hr ce
*TaCO Salad— choose one of the side sauces
*Chili Burger—w / guacamole add 0.25
*WingS-Ho t— choose chips or salad
*Nachos--w / salsa

$2.75/5.25
$4.75
$4.25
$3.75
$4.25
$3.75

w/ Chili or Pcpperoni & Salsa
*Enchiladas-- singic/doubi c

$3.25/6.00

*Side orders-

#.75

*Supremo Nachos*Chili~cup or bow]

sour cream , guacamole, salsa, or rcfricd Beans

$3.75

$1.25/3.25

JenEfartshorximakesASl-Ameiican

Shorts

By Paul Argiro
SPORTS EDITOR
Runner Jen Hartshorn '94 ,is every coach's dream and
every opponent's nightmare.
Hartshorn graduated from Lexington High School,which
claims its track team is its best sports programs - a program
that is consistently in the top five for Division II public
schools in the state of Massachusetts. High school is where
shestarted setting records,and college is where shecontinues
that trend.
While at Lexington, Hartshorn set the 1000 yard record
(2:41.71) but it has since been broken. But she still has records
in the 800 meter (her specialty) at 2:17.17 and thetriple-jump
at 34.113/4 feet. And much of this success she contributes to
her old coach, Art DeLong.
"He was my mentor, a great help. I don't think I would
have ran as well in high school without him,"said Hartshorn.
He brought out the competitiveness that is so needed when
running solo against everyone else. It is that competitiveness
that has brought Hartshorn instant success at Colby.
Already,she has five school records,all accomplished the
first time she ran each event. Here's a list: 500m (1:19.22);
600m (1:35.07);800m (2:16.07), 1000m (259.04), and the mile
(5:00.31).And shehopes to nail down the record in thel500m
when sp ring rolls around. That record is held by Katie Tyler
'90.
"I knew I could break some of the records because I had
some of the times in high school. I was more confident, and
I just went out and ran. I didn't want to break the school
recordsas much as I wanted to qualify for other meets - the
ECACs and Nationals."
She did qualif y for Nationals in the 800m and took fifth
out of 14, which brings us to a question often asked of
talented runners at Division III programs: Why not Division
I?
"I did apply to West Point,Davidson^ and North Carolina.

J _ AM£Dt By the women ECAC coaches, Dim
Clout, er'91and Kay CowperffaWait ^J as firstteam
Ali-Starmembers.
Cowperthwait,whotnovedfrom
defense to forward halfway through the season,
finished third on the team with 15 points (eight
goals,seveij :assists),Cloutier,in 11games,finished
withal
x_5goalsagainstand tumedawaySd.lpercentof
the shots she f aced_

J en Hartshorn '94

Photo W Paul Ar8ir0

Colby was the only Division III school I applied to. But I
partially wanted a smaller school and partially because of my
sister," who is a senior at Colby. "I also didn't want to make
the commitment to a Division I program.
"Colby has a good program. But if it wasn't for Michelle
Severance '9.4 and Kelly Redfield (an exchange student from
Pomona), I wouldn't like it as much. They give me someone
to run with."
Has much changed from Hartshorn's high school days?
Well,for one, she continues to set records.But in other ways,
college is different for Hartshorn.
"During my junior and senior years, there was so much
pressure tb win,it wasn't fun. I'm working hard to makethis
fun, for myself. I want this to be something I want to do, not
something I have to do," she said.
With that, Hartshorn will make running (and winning)
fun for herself. Could anyone doubt it?Q

ALSO NAMED; By the ECACcoaches,Ttexsk
Bettenceur! '92 and Eric Turner '9£ of the men's
hockey team as second team All-Star members.
BetteuCotqtfinishedtheseason with 3?paintsm 2_£
gamesU2& 2?$4 and Ttu_nerfmisfaedamon£the top
fivegoalies with a 3,27 goals against average and a
savepercentageof 89a.
WHAT A. RACQUJSTH Josh Wolman "SU won at
tennistournamentat Batesthi&weekend.Keadabout
Wolman** accomplishment in this week's
devastators
AND WEDONTMEAN PEPPBRIDGBPARMj
Chip Clark J94 wa_t our runner-up Devastator this
week iter his display last weekend at a dogheaddark,showinghfepi.K.ivoxou.sappetite,was able to
devour 16 goldfishin. three hours lo lead all
competitors.The differencebetweenthese goldfish
andthePepperidgeyaTntcrackersis
thatthesedon't
get soggy in waierJO

Colbyniiiewamisup at tlie MagicKiiigdorn

Headed for Florida.
By Jonathan Walsh
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
a___MMMM_MN____ -_^—JMBMa—*MM—MM-M^

While a student filmed Coach DeLorenzo following his
coaching victory in a Washington basketball tournament,
DeLorenzo, who is also varsity baseball coach, told the
camera, "I'm going to Dulles International to get a flight back
to Colby." If he had been following the television script,
DeLorenzo would have said "I'm going to Disney World,"
but he wasn't, so he returned to Waterville.
Now, however, after 22 practices and two scrimmages
indoors, Waterville is no longer the right place to be. At least
not for Dchorenzd'sbascball team,which is headed to Florida.
"Now I get the chance to go to Disney World,"DeLorenzo
said. Though he may not have time to see Mickey and the
Magic Kingdom, he will have time to sec his White Mules
prepare for the season with a week of baseball at major league
complexes.
The team, which is trying to rebound from a "staccato

nine are going to better last year's 10-13
record.
"Last year we had two teams," said
DeLorenzo, referring to the before and after
Lambda Chi rosters. "One that hit the ball
very well but had trouble with fielding
[before], and one that had trouble hitting
well but became defensively minded
[after]."
Thanks to senior leadership and several
first-year additions, however, DeLorenzo
may have stumbled upon a comfortable
medium.
"Hopefully, this [year's] team will
combine the best of both worlds,"
DeLorenzo said. I f this is the case,the Mules
will be relying not only on the hitting 'and
fielding of tri-captain Todd "Eggo"
O'Connor '91, the pitching of senior tricaptains Mike McRae and Steve Marshall,
and the hitting of veteran Tom Griffin '91,
but also on their leadership as seniors.
O'Connor, who also provides lefthanded pitching support,anchorstheinfield
¦
¦
,
i
at first base. Across the diamond, Griffin,
Pholoby Becca Pratt
who can fill at catcher,and fellow senior Jeff
LaCourse will fortify the other corner. Up the middle
season" caused by last year's Lambda Chi incident, will be DeLorenzo hopes to receive solid contributions from Chris
playing seven colleges from six states during Spring Break. Baynes '93 at second base and Kevin Darling '93 at shortstop.
One of the teams stronger points is its catching depth.
In addition to playing seven tough games to prepare for
theseason, the Mules will have thebenefit of playingat parks Although DeLorenzo is still settling his lineup, Terry Reidy
used by professional baseball. Six of the team'sgames will be '92 and Jim Dionizio '92 will sharemost of the duties behind
played in Lakeland, where the Detroit Tigers train, and the the plate,and will receivesupport from Griff in and newcomer
last will be held at Baseball City, the spring home of the Rich Rygalski '94.
The outfield is the most changed area of the team, with
Kansas City Royals.
against
NESCAC
only
ono returnee. Although not really new,Mitch Rogers '92
ThreeofthesixatLakeland willbeplayed
opponents (Williams twice and Trinity), one each against is returning after a Lambda-Chi forced sabbatical, and
Michigan schools Central Methodist and Spring Arbor, and sophomore Bobby Ward is coming off an injury to start his
the last against Wisconsin River Falls. When they travel to first season at Coombs Field. Rogers in left, and Ward in
Baseball City, formerly called Boardwalk and Baseball, the center, is most Ij .kely,with Baynes vying for the ri ght field job
with Richard Wagenknecht '94, according to DeLorenzo.
Mules will face Hartwick.
DeLorenzo said that this location is an advantage for the
In addition to what he feels will be a solid rotation of
squad when they return to Colby. "It's a great opportunity McRae, O'Connor, southpaw Dave McCarthy '93, Brian
for the players," DeLorenzo said. Nonetheless, the Urunt of Garvey '91, and Marshall out of the bullpen, and a perfectly
Colby's season will be played up north, where we must, as able team at the plate, like many Colby teams DeLorenzo said
his Mules arc loaded with intangibles. Q
DeLorenzo says, "pray for warm weather."
but
DeLorenzo
Notonly will warm weather be important,
will have to rely on all the pieces coming together if the Colby

Kevin Whitmore '91

Christy O'Rourke *92

Marc Gilbertson m and Ellyn Paine m

All-WinterTeam.
Kim Derrington VI

Kay CowperthwaiWl

Co-captain Kevin Whitmore '91 who
has been named to the NCAA Division HI
All-America second team by the National
Association of Basketball Coaches, was just
one of many talents on this year's ECAC
Championship team - a team which many
argue was one of the best in history. But
Whitmore's numbers speak for themselves.
Six hundred and nine total points (not including ECAC Championship game) on 51
percent shooting from the floorand 44percent
from three point range, which averages out
to be 23.4 ppg; 85percent from the foul line
(135 for 159); 4.9 rebounds a game; 30 steals;
20 blocked shots (most on the team); and 103
assists (second behind Tom Dorion '91). His
points are equivalent to 25 percent of the
team's output. AH this, and he was named
tournament MVP for the ECACs.
Another co-captain, Kim Derrington
'91, also makes this year's All-Winter team.
Although Liz Cimino '92 stole the show a lot
of the time,Derrington was a leader through
and through. A self sacrificing player, she
still scored 14.2 points per game (second on
the team) and grabbed 8.2 rebounds a game,
while dishing off three assists a game. She
became only the sixth Colby woman to reach
1000 points in a career(1097)and shealsohas
almost 700 rebounds. She will leave Colby as
one of the best all-around players ever seen.
Two players make it from the men's
hockey team -Derek Bcttencourt '92 and Eric
Turner '92. Both were named to the second
team ECAC All-Stars (voted by league
coaches) and both had excellent seasons.
Bcttencourt had 39 points in 23 games (12

Dina Cloutier '91

Derek Bcttencourt *92 and Eric Turner '92

Ben Trevor '93

goals, 27 assists) and was in the top 10 on
points for the league. Turner finished in the
top fivewith a 3.27goals against average and
turned away 89.1 percent of the shots he
faced. What's even more impressive is both
of these guys will be back next year.
The women's hockey team has two
players on this year's squad - Captain Kay
Cowperthwait '91 and Dina Cloutier '91.
Both players were named to the ECAC AllStar team (first team) while Cowperthwait
was named team MVP, mainly because she
switched from defense, a position which she
played for three and a half years, to forward
for the second half of the season. Tallying 15
points (eight goals, seven assists), she was
third on the team in scoring. Cloutier led the
league in most statistics including save percentage (90.1) and goals against (3.15) in 11
games.
The amazing ski team (men's and
women's) sees two athletes on the squad Ellyn Paine '91 and Marc Gilbertson '91.
Paine took third and first places at the Division II Championships, helping the ski team
to its fi fth consecutive title. Gilbertson went
to the Divison I Championships (along with
the rest of the team),, and his seventh place in
the nordic division qualified him for Nationals. There, he finished 34th in the 10km
skating competition and 26th in the 20km
traditional or striding competition.
The swimming and diving teams have
plenty of talent,but wechose Sally White '91
and Walker Fenton '91.5 for the squad. Need
we say more about three-time All-American
Team continued on page14

Mike Keller V2

Twisty Gogolak '91

J ennifer Hartshorn *94

Walker Fenton '91.5 and Sally White '91

